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My Pet Human Takes Center Stage
by Yasmine Surovec
Children’s Fiction J Surovec
When his human, Freckles, joins the pet club and signs up for a talent show at
her new school, Oliver the loyal cat has no choice but to help out but is
dismayed when Freckles takes in a foster kitten who upstages him.

Pup Called Trouble
by Bobbie Pyron
Children’s Fiction J Pryon
When a coyote pup named Trouble stows away in the back of a truck, he
ends up in the heart of New York City, and must choose between the risks of
being caught and the dangers of a long journey home.

Whiskerella
Book 5: Hamster Princess
by Ursula Vernon
Children’s Fiction J Vernon
When a fairy godmouse forces Whiskerella
to wear glass slippers and attend balls night
after night in search of a happily ever after,
it's up to Princess Harriet Hamsterbone to
break the spell and save the day.

The Titanic
Book 1: Survival Tails
by Katrina Charman
Children’s Fiction J Charman
A stowaway dog and the captain's cat forge an unlikely friendship as they
race to protect three kittens, help their humans, and survive the sinking of
the Titanic.

Strongheart: Wonder Dog of the Silver Screen
by Candace Fleming and Eric Rohmann
Children’s Fiction J Fleming
A German shepherd is transformed from Etzel, a police dog in Berlin, to
Strongheart, a silent movie star that will need his best acting skills to
prove himself innocent of attacking a girl. Based on a true story.

Dolphins: Voices in the Ocean
by Susan Casey
Children’s Non-fiction J 559.53 Cas
Presents information about the connection between dolphins and
humans, including shared characteristics such as capacity for emotion,
playfulness, sociability, and intelligence.

Checked
by Cynthia Kadohata
Children’s Fiction J Kadohata
To help his dog through cancer treatment, Conor gives up hockey and
finds himself considering who he is without the sport that has defined
him, and connecting more with his family and best friend.

A Seal Named Patches
by Roxanne Beltran
Children’s Non-fiction J 599.79 Bel
Scientists Roxanne Beltran and Patrick Robinson set off on a polar
adventure, traveling to Antarctica to study the lives of Weddell
seals. Through photos and real-life stories, young readers will
learn about how scientists do fieldwork, the challenges of
researching animals in harsh climates, what it's like to fly in a
helicopter over Antarctica.

